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Creative Business Essentials 

Course Outline 
Three days of practical tips, talk and fun! 

 
 
This comprehensive three-day course has been tailored exclusively to 
creative people and includes all the essential information needed for anyone 
who is working for themselves in the arts. Filmmakers, writers, designers, 
visual artists, musicians, composers, dancers, and performers – all are 
welcome, the more the merrier. The course is practical, fast-paced and fun. 
It’s aimed at people from every level, whether they are students, start-ups, 
freelancers or more developed practitioners and existing arts businesses.  
 
In this workshop participants find out how to start and run a creative business, 
and how to manage both personal and business money, including an in-depth 
look at tax and the arts. It also looks at the legal rights and responsibilities of 
creative people, including copyright and contracts, and finishes with the 
practical aspects of marketing and creating a lifelong career. The workshop 
also covers what people should charge, how to pitch ideas without being 
ripped off, and the personal stuff that no other business course will discuss.  
 
Participants are also given extensive printed handouts, access to free 
resources, and one-on-one advice throughout the day.  
 
Running since 1996 to national acclaim, Running Your Own Creative 
Business has helped literally thousands of people from every creative 
profession. The workshop is offered in-house at educational institutions 
including the Australian Film, Television and Radio School (AFTRS), the 
National Institute of Dramatic Arts (NIDA) and the Australian Institute of Music 
(AIM), and through organisations such as Ausdance and the National 
Association for the Visual Arts (NAVA). Other clients include Metro Screen in 
Sydney, Bangarra and Sydney Dance Company, University of Western 
Sydney and the Community Broadcasting Association of Australia.  
 
For more information, visit the Creative Plus Business website 

http://www.creativeplusbusiness.com 
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Creative Business Essentials 

Day 1 Overview 
The basics of business and money.  

 
Day 1 – MORNING: THE BUSINESS 
In this section we introduce some business basics, and find out exactly what you want 

from your creative business life. We also investigate the rules around your professional 

name, business structures, and talk about tips for space and time management.   

 

• Setting Goals – What do you want from your career? 

• Business Planning – Does it Work?  

• Merging your Life – The business, creative and personal plan. 

• Your Professional Name – ABN, Business Registration, Trademarks, Domains. 

• Business Structures – Sole Trader, Partnership, Company, NFP, SPV  

• Principal vs Non-Principal Work – How this simple idea can change your life.  

• Where will you work? Your Home, Office or Studio. 

• Time Management – Getting off the Hamster Wheel. 

 

 

Day 1 – AFTERNOON: THE MONEY 
Managing an irregular income is the hardest part of working for yourself in a creative 

practice. Even though it’s not exactly big fun, learning some of the basics of financial 

management can make the difference between survival and prosperity – even better, you 

can learn how to turn all your creative pursuits into profit. 

 

• Irregular Income – Some of the issues, and some of the solutions. 

• Regularisation – Using Feasibility and Cost-Benefit to help you make decisions. 

• Managing Money Going Out – Budgets and Cash Flow basics. 

• Managing Money Going Out – Finding Multiple Streams of Income  

• What to Charge? Setting your rate, and introducing Unicorms and Workhorses.  

• Getting the Money – Invoicing, Time Sheets, Forcing Payment. 

• The Basics of Insurance – Personal and Business coverage you might need. 

• Superannuation – The myths, the realities. 
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Creative Business Essentials 

Day 2 Overview 
All about tax!  

 
MORNING: THE BASICS 
In this section we introduce some tax basics, including the big question - what exactly 

makes you a business and not a hobbyist? Our focus is on making tax work for you, 

demystifying the jargon, and finding ways to avoid horrible tax bills.  

 

• Definitions of a Business: Working out if you are a professional or a hobbyist, and why. 

• Personal Services Income: Special tests for service providers. 

• Records You Need to Keep: The essential checklist. 

• The GST Explained: An explanation and description of how it works - with pictures! 

• Pay As You Go: An Introduction to Income Tax, and the different types that affect us.  

• Employee or Contractor: Working out the difference, and understanding why. 

• PAYG Instalments: Working to pay off your own tax debt. 

• Introducing the BAS: Business Activity Statements 

 

AFTERNOON: THE BENEFITS 
The second part of our necessary evil, this time focused on the worst (your BAS) and then 

some of the good stuff, like the range of deductions you might be entitled. 

 

• Tax Deductions: An introduction on the basics.  

• Working From Home: Deductions for the home office. 

• Travel Deductions: Car use, public transport and extended stays. 

• Education deductions: Learning can be a tax deduction! 

• A-Z Deductions: The rest available to you, in alphabetical order. 

• Provisions for Special Professionals: Making the most of a variable income. 

• Provisions for Non-Commercial Loss from the Arts: If you have a wage. 

• Finding an Accountant: Locating an accountant with experience in the arts. 
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Creative Business Essentials 

Day 3 Overview 
Legal necessities and marketing.   

 
MORNING: THE LAW 
The Law is basically all about your common sense and gut instincts, and it’s also the place 

where creative freelancers get stuffed around the most. Arm yourself with knowledge and 

they’ll think twice before messing with you again.  

 

• Copyright Basics: The essential elements that copyright protects. 

• Copyright Ownership: For employees, government workers and sole traders. 

• Automatic Protection: How copyright protects, and the copyright notice. 

• Length and Exceptions: How long copyright lasts. 

• Assigning and Licensing Rights: Making money from your copyright over your lifetime. 

• Moral Rights: Asserting your moral rights to a work. 

• Pitching: Protecting yourself with confidentiality law. 

• The Basics of Contract Law: including what a contract actually is. 

• Finding a Lawyer: A few tips.  

	  

AFTERNOON: MARKETING 
Most creatives don’t market themselves, and yet somehow manage to keep working. 

Imagine how much work will come your way if you try a small bit of marketing?! We look 

here are the essential nature of branding, some of the tricks available to you once you 

have your brand, and the most important marketing trick you have – you.  

 

• Introduction to Marketing: What it is, and why we do it. 

• Who Are You? Figuring out the answer from a marketing perspective.  

• Who are They? The process of Client Profiling. 

• Lazy Marketing: Word of Mouth and “Luck”. 

• Measuring and Repeating: The secret to success. 

• Branding: Selling the sizzle and the steak.  

• The Marketing Box of Tricks: Basics on websites, business cards, direct mail, 

advertising, merchandise, the media and events. 

• Monica’s six rules for creative business success.  
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Creative Business Essentials 

Testimonials 
Feedback from previous clients.   

 
Monica has worked closely with the Centre for Screen Business delivering core teaching to 
all AFTRS students. She is one of the most highly rated teachers at the School. Students 
consistently evaluate her courses as one of their best learning experiences. The course 
content she has developed is accessible, actionable – and very much in demand. 
David Court – Director, Centre for Screen Business 

 
Monica is one of the most inspirational, motivational and thorough guest lecturers I have at 
NIDA. She is the unique combination of hard taskmaster, caring adviser and complete 
professional. Each and every student gains immeasurably from their interaction with 
Monica and this results in a student who is self-motivated and encouraged to be bold, 
strategic and then audacious in pursuit of their creative life. I wish I could clone her! 
Di Drew – Head of Film and Television, NIDA 

 
Monica Davidson is exceptional in all facets of delivering Creative Business Skills courses 
for independent professional artists. She is engaging, highly informative and her workshop 
was beneficial to participants immediately and will continue to be in the long term. 
Shane Batchelor – Consultant, Bangarra Dance Theatre 

 
I always enjoy working with Monica. She radiates positivity and her sessions with Metro 
Screen students always get rave reviews. Monica is able to inspire students to embark on 
a creative career without shying away from the reality of freelancing. She provides 
practical information people really need to succeed and I know our students stand a better 
chance of taking control of their careers once they’ve spent a few hours with Monica! 
Claire Morgan – Training Manager Metro Screen 

 
Monica was a featured speaker at the recent Blue Lab creative industries symposium. I 
asked her to help the audience of creative types understand that 'business' was not a dirty 
word. Monica delivered a stellar presentation on Power & Money that left the audience not 
only inspired but fighting each other for title of 'businessperson of the year.' I can't wait to 
work with Monica again in the future and I highly recommend her as a speaker. 
Kelly Blainey – Creative Industries Cluster Manager, Blue Mountains Economic Enterprise 

 
On behalf of the NAVA I want to thank you for working with us on the development and 
implementation of our inaugural on-line training program for visual artists. Your experience 
and knowledge about the issues and motivations required by people running their own 
business allowed us to deliver a program that was relevant and embraced by the 
participants. NAVA staff also gained from working with you. 
Tamara Winikoff – Executive Director, National Association for the Visual Arts 
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Creative Business Essentials 

Monica Davidson 
Facilitator and workshop creator.   

 

 

Monica Davidson is a writer, filmmaker and 
business consultant for people working in the arts. 
She has never had a so-called ‘proper’ job - she 
started her career as a journalist while still at high 
school, and moved into film production at 
university. After freelancing for years Monica set up 
her own production company in the early 1990s, 
and while she felt confident about her creative 
abilities she realised at that point just how little she 
knew about business. While there was plenty of 
information available for start-up small business, 
none was tailored specifically for creative people. 
So, as she learned about running her own creative 
business, Monica shared her information by 
running informal workshops about business for 
other creative people.  

 
Twenty years later, she is a recognised expert in the field of creative industries and 
entrepreneurship. Monica run workshops on the blending of creativity and business, as 
well as delivering keynotes, hosting events, and writing. She is a regular guest lecturer on 
creative entrepreneurship at a number of institutions across Australia, including the 
Australian Film Television and Radio School (AFTRS), the National Institute of Dramatic 
Arts (NIDA), the National Association for the Visual Arts (NAVA), Ausdance and the 
Australian Institute of Music (AIM). She is also the author of the Australian version of 
Freelancing for Dummies.  
 
In 2013 Monica was appointed as the first Creative Industries Business Advisor by the 
NSW Small Business Commissioner, a position recently extended for a third year. Through 
this funding she is able to mentor over fifty individual creative practitioners as they build 
their businesses. In 2014 Monica completed her Masters in Screen Arts and Business at 
AFTRS, and was named as one of Westpac’s 100 Women of Influence.  
 
Monica continues to juggle her creative practice with her business, and is in post-
production on a feature-length documentary, Handbag. 

 
For more information about Monica Davidson or Creative Plus Business visit 

http://www.creativeplusbusiness.com 
 


